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Abstract: The treatment of brain disorders is particularly challenging due to the presence of a variety of formidable obstacles to 
deliver drugs selectively and effectively to the brain. Blood-brainbarrier (BBB) constitutes the major obstacle to the uptake of 
drugs into the brain following systemic administration. Intranosedelivery offers a non-invasive and convenient method to bypass 
the BBB and delivery of therapeutics directly to the brain. The review discusses the potential of intranoseroute to deliver drugs to 
the brain, the mechanisms and pathways of direct nose to brain drug transport, the various factors influencing transnosedrug 
absorption, the conventional and novel intranosedrug delivery systems, the various intranosedrug delivery techniques and 
devices, and examples of brain drug transport that have been feasible in treating various brain disorders. Moreover, products on 
the market, investigational drugs, and the author’s perceptions about the prospect of intranosedelivery for treating brain 
disorders are also been discussed.  
Keywords: Nosedrug delivery, brain, drug targeting, delivery techniques, delivery systems and devices.  

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

The brain is one of the splendorous examples of God’s creation controlling all the motor or sensory activities in humans and 
animals. However, the mechanisms that protect it from exogenous molecules also inhibit the entry of medicaments in to the brain, 
rendering debilitating brain disorders almost untreatable. Blood-brain-barrier represents the strictest barrier to the brain drug 
delivery inhibiting the ingress of nearly all large-molecule drugs and more than 98% of smallsized therapeutics [1]. BBB is 
comprised of layers of tightly packed cells at the brain capillary endothelium, the choroid plexus epithelium and the arachnoid 
membranes, together separating the brain and the cerebrospinal fluid from systemic circulation and resulting in a trans-endothelial 
electric resistance of 1500-2000  cm2, approximately 100 times than in any part of the body [2-6]. So, there is no paracellular 
pathway for free exchange of solutes between CSF and blood, and also, pinocytosis is minimal demonstrating minimum 
transcellular exchange of solutes. Thus, BBB represents the major rate limiting feature in drug delivery to the brain demonstrating 
maximal permeation of hydrophobic molecules while minimal of hydrophilic [7-9]. Three strategies have been reported to overcome 
the BBB [1, 10]. First involves drug delivery across the BBB making use of either prodrug approach or carriers like liposomes, 
nanoparticles, etc. or vectors like receptor-specific monoclonal antibodies, peptides, molecules, etc or vasoactive agents. However, 
this strategy entails that the drug should possess certain specific characteristics so as to be formulated into prodrugs or nanoparticles 
and hence, cannot be applied successfully to all the therapeutics. The second trans-cranial approach involves direct delivery to the 
brain using neurosurgical procedures viz intracerebral implantation, intracerebro ventricular or intracerebral infusion, and 
convection enhanced diffusion, which have their own specific limitations [1, 10]. As the strategy involves invasive neurosurgical 
procedures is used for specific applications only like in cancer or neurological pain [11]. The third rapidly budding strategy involves 
bypassing the BBB using non-invasive intranosedelivery [12]. It is simple, rapid, convenient, amenable for self-administration, 
reliable and does not require any modification of the therapeutics [13]. The intranoseroute exploits the unique neural connection that 
the olfactory and the trigeminal nerves provide between the nose and CSF to deliver drugs to the brain. This route can be exploited 
as a potential alternative drug delivery route for efficient delivery of challenging drugs such as low molecular weight polar 
compounds, peptides, proteins and large proteins and polysaccharides like vaccines or DNA plasmids. Evidences of nose-to-brain 
transport have been reported by many scientists round the globe with Illum Lisbeth thoroughly reviewing the possibilities, 
problems, and solutions of nosedrug delivery [13]. Also, drug absorption across the olfactory region of the nosemucosa provides 
distinctive feature and better option to preferentially target the drugs to the brain although there are some studies that are contrary 
[14-16]. Many of the previously abandoned potent centrally acting drugs promise to become successful therapeutic agents via the 
intranoseroute. The present review discusses the importance of intranoseroute in the treatment of brain diseases/disorders, advantage 
sand limitations of this delivery route, the mechanisms and pathways of nose-to-brain drug transport across nosemucosa, factors 
affecting drug delivery across nosemucosa, the various novel drug delivery approaches used to enhance the rate and extent of drug 
absorption transnasally, intranosedrug delivery techniques and drug delivery devices, applications of intranosedrug delivery in 
managing brain disorders and the few of the marketed and investigational intranoseformulations.  
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II. ADVANTAGES OF NOSEDRUG DELIVERY SYSTEM 
1) Drug degradation is absent.  
2) Hepatic first – pass metabolism is absent.  
3) Rapid drug absorption.  
4) Quick onset of action.  
5) The bioavailability of larger drug molecules can be improved by means of absorption enhancer or other approach.  
6) Better nosebioavailability for smaller drug molecules.  
7) Drugs which can not be absorbed orally may be delivered to the systemic circulation through nosedrug delivery system. 
8) Convenient route when compared with parenteral route for long term therapy  
9) Better patient compliance and self medication  
10) It avoids hepatic first –pass metabolism  
  

III. DISADVANTAGES OF NOSEDRUG DELIVERY SYSTEM 
1) Stability of drug in-vivo  
2) Targeting specificity  
3) Drug irritation and toxicity  
4) Immunogenecity of proteins  
5) Drug retention and clearance 

 
  
A. Limitations  
1) Absorption surface area is less when compared to GIT  
2) High molecular weight of drugs may result in decreased permeability across nosemucosa  
3) Once the drug administered can not be removed  
4) Nosecongestion due to cold or allergic condition   
5) Noseirritation  
 
B. Mechanism of Action  
The initial stage of drug absorption from the nosecavity is the drug's passage through the mucus. Mucus readily allows uncharged 
and tiny particles to flow through. Larger and charged particles, however, might have a harder time crossing. Although several 
processes have been suggested, the following two have received the most attention. The water route of transport (paracellular route) 
is involved in the first process of drug absorption. The paracellular pathway is passive and sluggish. The second method involves 
the drug's transcellular transfer via a lipoidal pathway. Transport of lipophilic drugs—whose rate of transport depends on their 
lipophilicity—occurs via the reticular pathway..  
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IV. INTRANOSEROUTE FOR BRAIN DRUG DELIVERY 

When administered by the intranoseroute, a medication must quickly and efficiently pass through the nosemucosa in order to have a 
central impact. From a kinetic perspective, the nose is a complicated organ where drug deposition, clearance, and absorption all take 
place at the same time [17]. Therefore, knowledge of the architecture and physiology of the nosecavity is essential to 
comprehending the mechanisms and pathways of drug transport to the brain after intranosedelivery.  

 
  
A. Intranosepathways Of Drug Transport To The Brain  
Numerous routes supporting nose-to-brain medication transport have been documented (Fig. 2). Nevertheless, after 
intranoseadministration, a combination of these channels delivers treatments to the brain; yet, based on the characteristics of the 
therapeutic, its formulation, and the delivery method employed, one pathway may predominate [26].  
 
B. Neural Pathways  
Therapeutics can be delivered from the nose to the brain via a special pathway made possible by the neural connections that the 
trigeminal and olfactory nerves create between the nosemucosa and the brain [13]. For the purpose of delivering medication to the 
brain, this neural pathway may use either an extraneuronal/paracellular or an intraneuronal/transcellular pathway, or both. The 
axonal transport of medications to the various brain regions is a part of the sluggish intraneuronal route. Drugs are delivered directly 
to the brain through the extraneuronal pathway in a matter of minutes [22, 26, 43].  

  

  

v   
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C. Vascular Pathways    
In addition, after being administered via the nose, the medications may enter the brain transnasally via the blood arteries that supply 
the nosecavity and systemic circulation. Drugs were first administered using the intranoseroute, which involved absorption into the 
capillary blood vessels beneath the nosemucosa and subsequent delivery to the systemic circulation. The internal and external 
carotid arteries, as well as the branches of the maxillary and facial arteries, give blood to the highly vascularized nosemucosa [49, 
53]. The anterior and posterior ethmoidal arteries, which are minor branches of the ophthalmic artery, supply blood to the olfactory 
mucosa, while the sphenopalatine artery, which is a branch of the maxillary artery, supplies blood to the respiratory mucosa [54 ]. 
The respiratory mucosa is the best area for medication absorption into the systemic circulation because it has a higher relative 
density of blood vessels than the olfactory mucosa. The combination of continuous and fenestrated endothelium in the respiratory 
region [55, 56] permits the outflow of both small and large mole noseitems for brain medication delivery that are commercially 
available and in development. cules into the bloodstream and then go to the brain via the blood-brain barrier. This is particularly true 
for smaller lipophilic medications, which penetrate the blood-brain barrier and enter the bloodstream more readily than larger 
hydrophilic medications like peptides and proteins. It's also feasible that the medications penetrate the venous blood flow as 
opposed to dispersing throughout the systemic circulation.  

 
D. Lymphatic Pathways  
The idea that CSF is produced in the choroid plexus and then absorbed into the cerebral venous sinuses by arachnoid villi was 
widely accepted for a number of years. Nonetheless, only a small number of studies over the past 20 years have described the 
functional and anatomical relationship between the subarachnoid space and the extracranial lymphatics (cervical and 
nosesubmucosal lymphatics) through the cribriform plate and perineural spaces. [78–81] The nosesubmucosal layer is made up of a 
thick lymphatic network that connects directly to the subarachnoid region and a dense vascular network that leads to systemic 
circulation. Through a perineural pathway to the cribriform plate, the nosesubmucosal lymphatics connect directly to the 
subarachnoid region. The subarachnoid space through the cribriform plate via a perineural pathway. The noselymphatics have been 
suggested as a possible route for the invasion of multiple pathogens, including S. pneumoniae, N. meningitis, or H. influenzae, 
which cause bacterial meningitis. They also provide a direct shortcut to the subarachnoid space [82].  
  
E. CSF Pathways  
Pathways that connect the noselymphatics, which are essential for CSF circulation and drainage, to the perineural spaces—which 
include olfactory nerves and the subarachnoid space, which includes CSF—allow access to the CSF and other areas of the brain. 
Substances secreted by the lateral and fourth ventricles of the four choroid plexi, in particular, cause the generation of CSF. To 
cushion the brain, the choroid plexi secrete CSF, a secretory fluid [43]. It is reported that tracers injected into the cerebral spinal 
fluid (CSF) in the subarachnoid space or cerebral ventricles drain into channels that are related to olfactory nerves that traverse the 
cribriform plate on the underside of the olfactory bulbs. The tracers then travel to the noselymphatic and cervical lymph nodes. 
system [70–73].As a result, CSF passes between the cribriform plate of the skull, the olfactory submucosa, and the olfactory axon 
bundles and the nosecavity's roof. 
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V. FACTORS AFFECTING TRANSNOSEDRUG ABSORPTION 
The delivery mechanism and delivery device have a major influence on the drug's deposition and the area where it is deposited 
because of the unique anatomy and physiology of the nosecavity[83]. The drug being utilized, the therapeutic indication, the patient 
demographic, and marketing preferences all play a role in the delivery system selection process [84]. Consequently, a multitude of 
factors impact the absorption of medications transnasally. All these variables, however, are connected with one another; biological 
factors rely on formulation-related variables, while formulation-related variables rely on drug-related variables. A few of these 
elements are covered in this section and ought to be considered while researching and creating a novel noseformulation.  
  
A. Biological Factors  
 To date, a number of approaches have been attempted to alter the anatomical characteristics of the nose in order to improve 
medication absorption transnasally. These, however, are not appropriate for long-term use since they may cause unfavorable side 
effects because they affect the nosecavity's normal physiology.  
  

VI. STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS 
From the perspective of medication administration, the nose can be physically split into the nosevestibule, atrium/septum, 
respiratory area, olfactory region, and the nasopharnyx (1).The inferior, middle, and superior tubinates, which are principally in 
charge of heating and humidifying the air that is inhaled, divide the nosecavity in half along the noseseptum's central axis[10, 21–
24]. The keratinized stratified squamous epithelium of the vestibular region has nosehairs to collect and filter airborne particles. 
From the perspective of nosemedication distribution, it is the least significant. The respiratory mucosa is made up of basal cells, 
goblet cells, and nonciliated and ciliated columnar cells with hundreds to thousands of microvilli per cell. This is the biggest and has 
the highest level of vascularity, which is what allows drugs to be absorbed systemically. The olfactory area, which includes the basal 
cells, supporting cells, and olfactory neural cells, is in charge of CNS medication absorption through the nosemucosa. Therefore, 
after intranosedelivery, the kind, density, and quantity of cells in the various noseareas affect the absorption of the drug.  In order to 
increase the permeation of these compounds, various authors report using absorption enhancers in conjunction with drugs. These 
mechanisms may include increasing membrane fluidity, reducing nosemucus viscosity, inhibiting proteolytic or other mucosal 
enzymes, disrupting tight junctions, increasing paracellular or transcellular transport, or any combination of these. In addition, it has 
been observed that mucoadhesive dosage forms improve the intranosedelivery of substances [85].  
.  
A. Enzymatic Degradation Or Biochemical Features  
 Drugs administered nasally though avoid extensive metabolism in the gastrointestinal tract and first-pass metabolism in the liver 
may be susceptible to the enzymes of the nosemucosa presenting a  significant barrier to the systemic drug absorption. These 
include oxidative and conjugative enzymes (e.g., glucuronyl transferase and glutathione transferase), cytochrome P450, carboxy 
esterase, aldehyde dehydrogenase, carbonic anhydrase, exopeptidases and endopeptidases(e.g., aminopeptidase, carboxypeptidase, 
trypsin like activities, and  cathepsins), etc. [28, 29]. Nosemucus hosts a large number of enzymes such as oxidative and conjugative 
enzymes, peptidases and proteases which together constitute an enzymatic barrier to the nosedelivery of drugs specially the 
peptides. These enzymes degrade the drugs within the nosemucosa causing a pseudo-first-pass effect impeding the nosedrug 
absoption [86, 87]. Noseproteases and peptidases have been implicated in a poor absorption of peptidic drugs,such as calcitonin, 
insulin, LHRH and desmopressin [88]. However, the noseroute is still being considered superior to the oral delivery of these 
proteinaceous drugs. Similarly, nasally administered decongestants, alcohols, nicotine and cocaine have been reported to be 
metabolised by the noseP450-dependent monoxygenase [36]. Various approaches such as the use of protease and peptidase 
inhibitors like bacitracin, amastatin, boroleucin and puromycin [89,90], have been reported to improve the noseabsorption of LHRH 
peptides [91], leucinenkephalin [92] and human growth hormones [93]. Prodrugs have also been reported to increase the 
nosestability and permeation of compounds like esters of steroids (e.g. beclomethasone dipropionate monohydrate), cromoglycic 
acid (charged prodrug), an some peptides and amino acids (e.g. desmopressin acetate and L-tyrosine) [94, 95].  
   
B. Blood  Supply And Neuronal Regulation  
The nosecavity is highly vascularized due to the presence of venous sinusoids and arteriovenous anastomosis important for the 
heating and humidification of the inspired air and noseresistance. Nosecycles of congestion (increased blood supply) on 
parasympathetic stimulation [96, 97] and relaxation (decreased blood supply) on sympathetic stimulation [97, 98] regulate the 
amount of drug absorbed, respectively [99].  
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Based on a study in dogs (anaesthetized with penobarbitone) electrical stimulation of the parasympathetic nerves innervating the 
nosemucosa resulted in an increased drug permeation due to an increase in noseblood flow and nosesecretion.  
  
C. Transporters and Efflux Systems  
An active research area in the field of intranosedrug delivery is the study of the various transporter systems present in the nosetissue 
and their effects on the absorption of drugs into systemic circulation and/or brain. Presently, multidrug resistance transporters have 
been identified in the human noserespiratory and olfactory mucosa, which may be influence the transport of a wide variety of 
hydrophobic and amphiphilic drugs transnasally [103]. P-gp, an ATP dependent efflux transporter exists in the apical area of ciliated 
epithelial cells and in the submucosal vessels of the human olfactory region [104]. Several studies demonstrate that Pgp plays an 
important role in preventing active influx of drugs from the nosemucosa systemic circulation and/or brain [104-106].  
   
D. Nosesecretions  
The various mucosal and submucosal glands secrete nosemucus that forms a continuous layer of 5 m on the nosemucosa. 
Approximately 1.5-2 l ml of mucus is produced daily and exists as a double layer consisting of a watery hypophase, adjacent to the 
epithelial surface, in which the cilia beat and a more viscous gel like epiphase which is moved forward by the  beating cilia [24]. 
Both the composition and the viscosity of nosesecretions affect intranosedrug absorption with mucus composition affecting the drug 
solubility while viscosity altering the time of contact of the drug with the nosemucosa. 90% water, 2% mucus, 1% salts, 1% proteins 
(mostly albumin, immunoglobulins, lysozyme, lactoferrin, etc.), and 1% lipids make up the nosesecretions [22, 24, 27]. In order for 
a medication to penetrate the nosemucosa and dissolve in nosesecretions, it must possess the correct physicochemical 
characteristics. It has been demonstrated that administering water-soluble equivalents of experimental medications through the 
noseroute improves drug absorption [107]. Changes in the viscosity of nosemucus, either in the hypophase or epiphase, have been 
shown to impact ciliary beating, which in turn impacts the duration of drug interaction with the nosemucosa and, ultimately, the 
absorption of the drug [108].  
  
E. Nosecycle  
Numerous investigations have demonstrated that nosecycle frequency and nosemucus secretion and clearance rates are influenced 
by circadian rhythms. There have been reports that the nosecycle occurs more frequently during the day than it does at night and in 
the early morning. Similar to this, a number of studies show that nosesecretion production and clearance rates decrease at night, 
which has an impact on nosemedication absorption [109].                              
  
F. pH of the Nosesecretions  
The pH of the nosesecretions varies between 5.5-6.5 in adults and 5.0-7.0 in infants. A drug will be absorbed better when the 
nosemucus pH is lower than the drug’s pKa as the drug will be present predominantly in an unionized form [94]. Thus, a change in 
the pH of nosesecretions can affect the drug ionization altering the amount of drug absorbed transnasally. Since, the pH of the 
nosemucus can alter the pH of the formulation and viceversa, the pH of a formulation should ideally be 4.5 to 6.5 with adequate 
buffering capacity.  

VII. MUCOCILIARY CLEARANCE 
The nosemucociliary clearance is an important clearance mechanism to remove foreign particles such as dust, allergens and bacteria, 
trapped on the mucus blanket during inhalation. The drug absorption is influenced by the contact time between the drug and the 
nosemucosa. The mucociliary clearance is inversely related to the residence (contact) time and thus, inversely proportional to the 
absorption of drugs administered [110]. Various strategies have been used to prolong the residence time of the drug in the nosecavity 
such as using bioadhesive polymers like chitosan or polycarbophils or increasing the viscosity of the formulation. Nosemucociliary 
clearance is also stimulated or inhibited by drugs, excipients, preservatives and / or absorption enhancers and thus affects the 
nosedrug absorption [111, 112].  
  

VIII. PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS 
An essential mechanism for clearing away unwanted particles— such as dust, allergens, and bacteriathat become lodged on the 
mucus blanket during inhalatio n is the nosemucociliary clearanceThe duration of contact between the medicine and the nose 
mucosa affects how well the drug is absorbed.The mucociliary clearance is inversely proporti onal to the absorption of given 
medications since it is inversely connected to the residence (c ontact) time [110]. 
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Many tactics, such as adding more viscosity to the formulation or employi ng bioadhesive polymers like chitosan or polycarbophils, 
have been tried to extend the durati on of the drug's residence in the nosecavity.Drugs, excipients, preservatives, and/or absorptio n 
enhancers can also stimulate or inhibit nosemucociliary clearance, which might impact nose medication absorption 
[1111Nosemucosal irritation, hyper- or hyposecretions, and mucociliary dysfunction are frequently linked to local noseinfections 
such the common cold, rhinitis, and nosepolyposis, which can affect transnosedrug absorption [113]. Numerous medications have 
been evaluated and categorized as either cilio-inhibitory or cilio-friendly, providing an invaluable tool for the development of safe 
nosemedications [114].  
 
A. Environmental Factors  
Temperatures nearby 24°C cause a moderate reduction in the rate of mucociliary clearance.  
However, linear increase in ciliary beat frequency occurs with increase in temperature [115].  
   
B. Formulation Related Factors  
A noseformulation usually consist of the drug, a vehicle, and the excipients. The physicochemical properties of drugas well as the 
formulation are imperative from the formulation design point of view.  
  

IX. PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF DRUGS 
The rate and extent of drug absorption post intranoseadministration depends on the following physicochemical characteristics of the 
drug  
  
A. Lipophilicity  
Using a variety of chemicals transnasally, a linear association between lipophilicity and drug penetration has been established. In 
contrast to the hydrophilic molecule metoprolol, lipophilic medicines such as alprenolol and propranolol are readily absorbed across 
nosemucosa, despite the nosemucosa having certain hydrophilic characteristics. Lipophilic substances easily penetrate the 
nosemucosa through the transcellular pathway, whereby they diffuse into the cytoplasm and partition into the lipid (bilayer) of the 
cell membrane [116, 117]. In animal models, it has been observed that certain lipophilic medications, including progesterone, 
naloxone, buprenorphine, barbiturates, testosterone, and 17-ethinyloestradiol, are nearly entirely absorbed transnasally.  
  
B. Chemical Form  
 When it comes to a drug's ability to penetrate mucosal surfaces, its molecular form is crucial. Huang et al. investigated how L-
Tyrosine's structural changes affected its transnoseabsorption, finding that L-Tyrosine's carboxylic acid ester absorbed considerably 
more than L-Tyrosine [118]. Therefore, changing the drug's chemical makeup to make it a salt or an ester can change how well it is 
absorbed..  
  
C. Polymorphism  
It is well established that polymorphism influences a drug's solubility, rate of dissolution, and ability to pass through biological 
membranes to be absorbed [119, 120]. Therefore, it is preferable to research the purity and polymorphic stability of medications, 
particularly for nosepowders and/or solutions.  
  
D. Solubility And Dissolution Rate   
Transmucosal absorption from nosepowders and solutions is dependent on the drug's solubility and rate of dissolution. In order for 
the particles to be absorbed transnasally, they must first dissolve on the nosemucosa. No absorption occurs if a medication is 
eliminated or stays in the form of particles..  
  
E. Molecular Weight  
A drug's transnosepenetration is determined by both its molecular weight and lipophilicity working together. It has been found that 
the transnosepenetration of medicines and their molecular weight up to 300 daltons are inversely related. Nevertheless, unless 
absorption enhancers are used, absorption dramatically drops if the molecular weight exceeds 1,000 daltons [121]. Whereas 
hydrophilic molecules show an inverse relationship, lipophilic compounds show a direct link between the molecular weight and 
drug penetration.  
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According to research by Yamamto et al. [123] and Fisher et al. [122], medicines smaller than 300 daltons primarily permeate 
through paracellular mechanisms, with their physicochemical qualities having little effect. But for medications with molecular 
weights greater than or equal to weight greater than  200  Da  
  
F. Partition Coefficient and PKA  
Unionized species are absorbed more readily than ionized species, as indicated by the pH partition hypothesis, and this also holds 
true for medication absorption through the nose. A quantitative link between the noseabsorption constant and the partition 
coefficient has been demonstrated by Jiang et al. [124].However, it has been shown that the pH of the surrounding environment can 
affect mucosal absorption for weak acids or bases. It has been noted that the degree of ionization of substances such as aminopyrine 
and salicylic acid greatly influences their nosepenetration. For aminopyrine, there were significant variations in the absorption rate 
with increasing pH, but not for salicylic acid . The authors proposed that salicylic acid might have a separate transport mechanism in 
addition to the lipoidal system [125]. Even at 99.9% ionization (pH 7.19) 13% absorption was noted for in unionized form (pH 2.5, 
44%) [94].Additionally, it was determined that the unionized species' rate of absorption was four times faster than the ionized 
species' rate. As a result, the partition coefficient is shown in the results to be a significant factor controlling nosemedication 
absorption.  
  
G. Shape  
Shape is also important. Linear molecules have lesser absorption than cyclic-shaped molecules [126].  
  
H. Physicochemical Properties of Formulation  
The following physicochemical properties of the formulation determine the rate and extent of drug absorption following 
intranoseadministration.  
  
I. PH and Mucosal Irritancy  
 By changing the degree of drug ionization, the nosecavity and the formulation's pH both have an impact on a medicine's ability to 
permeate through the nosemembrane. To prevent noseirritation, the formulation's pH should be adjusted to be close to the 
physiological pH of the nose, which is between 4.5 and 6.5 [127]. Since lysozymes in nosesecretions are active at acidic pH, this pH 
range also inhibits the growth of germs. Additionally, since medications are absorbed in the unionized state, it ensures effective 
transmucosal permeation for weakly acidic or basic pharmaceuticals.  
  
J. Buffer Capacity  
Typically, noseformulations are delivered in quantities between 25 and 300 μL [10]. As a result, nosesecretions may change the 
formulation's pH when delivered. The concentration of unionized medication that is available for absorption is subsequently 
impacted by this. Therefore, to maintain its pH in-situ, a sufficient formulation buffer capacity could be needed.  
  
K. Osmolarity  
Typically, noseformulations are delivered in quantities between 25 and 300 μL [10]. As a result, nosesecretions may change the 
formulation's pH when delivered. The concentration of unionized medication that is available for absorption is subsequently 
impacted by this. Therefore, to maintain its pH in-situ, a sufficient formulation buffer capacity could be needed.  
  
L. Viscosity  
According to a study by Jansson et al., increasing the formulation's viscosity lengthens the medication's contact time with the 
nosemucosa and, consequently, the time it takes for the drug to permeate [131]. Viscose formulations also change the way 
medications are transnasally absorbed by interfering with typical physiological processes including ciliary beating and mucociliary 
clearance.  
According to a study by Suzuki et al., hydroxypropyl cellulose was useful in this situation for increasing the absorption of low 
molecular weight medicines, but it had no such effect on high molecular weight peptides [132]. It is frequently advised by safety 
experts to combine "generally regarded as safe" (GRAS) carriers.  
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X. DRUG DISTRIBUTION 
 One major aspect influencing how well drugs are absorbed in the nosecavity is their distribution. This distribution is influenced by 
the method of medication administration and the posture used during administration, which can help ascertain the degree of drug 
absorption. Particle accumulation in the nose is correlated with a person's noseresistance to airflow [133]. Almost 90% of the 
particles with an aerodynamic size of 10–20 mm are deposited on the nosemucosa during nosebreathing [134].  
  
A. Dosage Form  
 The transnosedrug absorption is also influenced by the kind of nosedose form that is used. Even though nosedrops are the most 
straightforward and practical dosage form, they are unable to deliver a precise volume of formulation, which might lead to 
overdosing [135]. Furthermore, nosedrops can also cause anterior leakage and postnosedrip. Sprays with solutions and suspensions 
are better than those with particles because powders can irritate mucosal surfaces by drying up the mucous membrane [136]. 
Metered-dose gel devices that precisely administer medication formulation have been developed recently. Gels localize the 
formulation within the nosecavity for an extended amount of time by slowing down the formulation's fast noseoutflow [137]. There 
hasn't been much research on the application of emulsions [138] and ointments [139] as noseformulations. For nosedelivery, 
specialized methods have also been documented, including liposomes, proliposomes, films, microemulsions [140], microspheres 
(using chitosan, carbopol 934P, and lactose [140], and niosomes). These allow for a closer and longer period of time for the drug to 
come into intimate touch with the nosemucosa, increasing the likelihood of drug penetration.  
   
B. Formulation Excipients  
 Noseformulations contain a wide range of excipients, including antioxidants, solubilizers, and preservatives. Antioxidants, 
preservatives, humectants, flavorings, and taste masking agents are not predicted to change nosedrug absorption, despite the fact that 
they cause a number of noseirritations [36].  
  
C. Solubilizers  
For nosesolutions, a drug's water solubility is frequently a constraint. Drug solubility can be increased by using conventional 
solvents or co-solvents like glycols, tiny amounts of alcohol, Transcutol® (diethylene glycol monoethyl ether), medium chain 
glycerides, and Labrasol® (saturated polyglycolyzed C8-C10 glyceride). Additional choices include combining lipophilic 
absorption enhancers [147, 148] with surfactants or cyclodextrins, such as hydroxypropyl-beta-cyclodextrin, which operate as 
biocompatible solubilizers [144, 145] and stabilizers [146]. In these situations, it is important to assess how the solubilizers affect 
noseirritancy..  
  
D. Preservatives  
Because most noseformulations are water-based, preservatives are needed to stop microorganisms from growing. Among the 
preservatives that are frequently employed in noseformulations are parabens, benzalkonium chloride, phenyl ethyl alcohol, EDTA, 
and benzyl alcohol [149, 150].  
   
E. Humectants  
Mucous membrane dryness and crusts are associated with a number of chronic and allergy disorders. Among other excipients, 
antioxidants and preservatives have the potential to irritate the nose, particularly when taken in excessive amounts. 
Intranosemoisture levels must be adequate to avoid dehydration [151]. Humectants include things like sorbitol, mannitol, and 
glycerin.  
  
F. Drug Concentration, Required Dose, And Dose Volume  
The effectiveness of the nosedelivery system is influenced by three interrelated parameters: drug concentration, dosage, and 
administration volume. In noseperfusion tests, it has been demonstrated that noseabsorption of L-tyrosine increases with drug 
concentration.  
However, aminopyrine was found to absorb as a function of concentration at a constant rate in another investigation [125]. There is 
a 25–150 ϼl volume limit on what can be administered to the nosecavity. Various methods have been investigated to make good use 
of this volume, such as the use of gelling, viscofying, or solubilizers [152, 153].  
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G. Role Of Absorption Enhancers  
The choice of absorption enhancers is determined by how they affect nosephysiological function and whether or not they are 
accepted by regulatory bodies. Absorption enhancers change the physicochemical characteristics of the medication, such as its 
partition coefficient, solubility, etc., or they modify the structure of the nosemucosa to facilitate drug penetration. When a drug has 
large molecular size, poor membrane permeability, lacks lipophilicity, and is susceptible to enzymatic degradation, absorption 
enhancers may be necessary [154, 117, 155, 156].  
  
H. Delivery Device Related Factors  
Different types of devices are used to deliver formulations intranasally. Both the size and the site and pattern of deposition affect the 
transnosepermeation of drugs.  
  
I. Size Of The Droplet Or Powder  
The device's size and shape determine the size of the droplet that is created. The particles will be expelled if they are less than 0.5 
μm and will be deposited in the upper respiratory tract if they are smaller than 10 μm. Smaller particles or droplets, ranging in size 
from 5 to 7 μm, will be held in the nosecavity and eventually enter through [118].  
  
J. Site And Pattern Of Deposition  
The site and pattern of drug deposition is affected by the formulation composition, the dosage form (liquid, viscous, semisolid, 
solid), the delivery device used, the design of actuators and adapters, and the administration technique [83]. The permeability of the 
deposition site and the area of nosecavity exposed affect the drug absorption [157]. These factors also determine the retention time 
of the drug in the nosecavity.  
  
K. Intranoseformulations For Brain Drug Delivery  
Because the nosecavity is divided into a ciliated posterior area and a non-ciliated anterior section, the location of deposition has a 
crucial role in mucociliary clearance, which in turn controls residence, which in turn controls medication absorption of the 
administered formulation. The distribution mechanism and delivery equipment play a major role in the deposition and deposition. 
This section discusses several dose forms (Fig. 3) and how they are applied to deliver the medications to the central nervous system 
after intranosedrug delivery.  

XI. LIQUID DOSAGE FORMS 
 Liquid dosage forms either in form of soluble, suspended or colloidal systems are normally used for formulating nosedelivery 
systems.  
  
A. Nosedrops  
One of the easiest and most practical noseadministration devices ever created is nosedrops. These formulations might be suspension-
based or solution-based. This system's primary drawback is its lack of dose precision, which means nosedrops might not be 
appropriate for goods that are prescribed. According to reports, nosedrops work better than nosesprays at depositing human serum 
albumin in the nostrils [83].  
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B. Nosesprays  
Both solution and suspension formulations can be formulated into nosesprays. Due to the availability of metered dose pumps and 
actuators, a nosespray can deliver an exact dose anywhere from 25 to 200 L [100, 101, 133]. The particle size and morphology 
(for suspensions) of the drug and viscosity of the formulation determine the choice of pump and actuator assembly.  
  

XII. NOSEEMULSIONS AND MICROEMULSIONS, LIPOSOMES AND NANOPARTICLES 
 Although intranoseemulsions have not been studied extensively [140], a large number of data exist to demonstrate the efficacy of 
intranosemicroemulsions [158-161]. The large surface area available for absorption with microemulsions depicts an advantage over 
emulsions. Noseemulsions and microemulsions offer the advantages for local application mainly due to their viscosity. One of the 
major disadvantages is poor patient acceptability. The physical stability of emulsion formulations and precise delivery are some of 
the main formulation issues. Nanoparticles may ensure an improved transnosedrug delivery to the brain since they are able to 
protect the encapsulated drug from biological and/or chemical degradation, and extracellular transport by P-gp efflux proteins [162]. 
This eventually increases the brain concentrations of the drug. Their small diameter potentially allows nanoparticles to be 
transported transcellularly via the various endocytic pathways through the olfactory neurones to the brain [162]. Surface 
modification of the nanoparticles can also be tried to achieve targeted nose-to-brain drug delivery. These can be applied both in 
suspension or powder form.  
  

XIII. SEMI-SOLID DOSAGE FORMS 
Semi-solid systems include nosegels, ointments and liquid systems containing temperature or pH sensitive polymers that gel at 
respective physiological temperature or pH of the nosecavity. These systems ensure longer residence time within the nosemucosa 
due to their semi-solid consistency.  
  
A. Nosegels  
Nosegels are thickened solutions or suspensions of drug in a highly viscous polymer base. Until the recent development of precise 
dosing devices, there was not much interest in this system. The advantages of a nosegel include longer residence time with in the 
nosecavity due to its high viscosity, minimised drug wastage due to reduced post-nosedripping and anterior leakage, reduction of 
taste impact due to reduced post-nosedripping, reduction of irritation by using soothing/emollient excipients, and better drug 
absorption by offering intimate contact between the drug and the nosemucosa. Vitamin B12 and apomorphine gels have been 
successfully employed to achieve desired therapeutic concentrations following noseadministration [163]. Thermoreversible gels 
using temperature sensitive polymers like poloxamers and pH sensitive gels employing pH sensitive polymers like polycarbophils 
have also been reported and offer advantage of more accurate dosing over conventional gels [160, 164-166].  
  
B. Solid Dosage Forms  
 Solid dosage forms though not very popular with intranosedrug delivery are more suitable for pulmonary drug delivery and similar 
applications. However, these systems pose the problem of mucosal irritation by drying of the nosemucosa.  
  
C. Nosepowders  
 Powder dosage forms may be developed if solution and suspension dosage forms cannot be developed, mainly due to lack of drug 
stability. The advantages of a nosepowder dosage form are the absence of preservative and superior stability of the drug in the 
formulation. However, the suitability of the powder formulation is dependent on the solubility, particle size, aerodynamic properties 
and noseirritancy of the active drug and/or excipients. An additional advantage of this system is local application of drug, but 
nosemucosa irritancy and metered dose delivery are some of the challenges for formulation scientists and device manufacturers who 
are interested in powder dosage forms [167]. Apart from plain drug various delivery systems like, microspheres, nanoparticles, 
liposomes, etc can be formulated as nosepowders.  
  

XIV. NOVEL FORMULATION APPROACHES FOR INTRANOSEDRUG DELIVERY 
In order to formulate a noseformulation with desirable performance and commercial attributes, the drug properties, and understood 
from the early stages of product development. It is advisable to focus on maximizing the residence time and ensuring efficient 
absorption of drug.  
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A. Mucoadhesive Solutions  
Mucoadhesive solutions comprising mucoadhesive polymers like chitosan, cellulose polymers, polycarbophils, poloxamers, etc. 
have been reported to enhance drug permeation transnasally [85]. These systems being viscous and mucoadhesive provide longer 
residence time for better drug absorption. Illum et al. have reported an enhancement in the absorption of insulin across the 
nosemucosa of rat and sheep using cationic chitosan based nosesolution [168]. Numerous studies have demonstrated that chitosan 
and their derivatives are effective and safe absorption enhancers to  
improve mucosa delivery of hydrophilic macromolecules such as peptides and protein drugs [168, 169]. However, these systems 
suffer from post-nosedripping and anterior leakage when compared to gels or powder formulations.  
  
B. Microspheres  
Microspheres, including mucoadhesive microspheres, are novel systems that are becoming increasingly popular with nosedrug 
delivery. Microspheres may provide prolonged contact with the nosemucosa enhancing the rate and extent of drug absorption [85]. 
Microspheres or for noseapplications are usually prepared using biocompatible materials, such as starch, albumin, dextran, 
hyaluronic acid, chitosan and gelatine, hydroxypropyl methylcellulose, carbopol 934P and various combinations of these polymers 
[170-172]. These polymers on absorbing nosesecretions form a gel-like layer which is slowly cleared from the nosecavity. However, 
the toxicity of the polymer on the nosemucosa cells should be critically evaluated. Starch microspheres are most frequently used 
nosedelivery systems and have been successfully tried for insulin, gentamicin, human growth hormone, metoclopramide and 
desmopressin [173]. Starch microspheres cause drying of the nosemucosal surface due to uptake of moisture by the microspheres. 
This results in reversible “shrinkage” of the cells, providing a temporary physical separation of the tight (intercellular) junctions that 
increases the absorption of drugs [174, 176]. Illum et al. studied the absorption of insulin from bioadhesive DEAEdextran 
microspheres [176]. Shaji et al. studied the brain delivery of clonazepam from gelatin-chitosan based nosemucoadhesive 
microspheres in rats [177]. Paolo et al. Have reported nosechitosan microspheres for improved and prolong delivery of rokitamycin 
to the brain for treating granulomatousnamoebic encephalitis [178].  
  
C. Microparticulates  
Microparticulates similar to microspheres constitute an efficient dosage form for the in situ gelling nosedrug delivery. Lim et al. 
examined the application of previously characterized microparticles composed of hyaluronan and chitosan hydroglutamate as well 
as novel microparticles consisting of both polymers to improve the nosedelivery of gentamycin [179]. The rabbit bioavialabilities of 
gentamycin incorporated in hyaluronan, chitosan hydroglutamate and hyaluronan or chitosan hydroglutamate microparticles were 
increased 23-, 31- and 42-folds respectively as compared to the control intranosesolution of gentamycin. This indicated that the test 
microparticles were retained for a longer period of time on the rabbit nosemucosa, also supported by the frog palate mucoadhesion 
studies, thereby improving the drug absorption. The higher bioavailabilities with chitosan hydroglutamate based formulations 
(chitosan hydroglutamate and hyaluronan/chitosan hydroglutamate) suggested the penetration-enhancing effects of the polymer 
chitosan hydroglutamate. Krauland, et al. have developed a microparticulate delivery system based on a thiolated chitosan conjugate 
for the noseapplication of peptides [180]. In this study, insulin was used as a model peptide and they observed that microparticles 
comprising chitosan-4thiobutylamidine and reduced glutathione seem to represent a useful formulation for the noseadministration of 
peptides.  
  
D. Microemulsions  
Microemulsions are optically isotropic and thermodynamically stable multicomponent fluids composed of oil, water and surfactant. 
Of the various dosage forms used intranasally microemulsions offer several advantages like high solubilization of lipophilic drugs, 
thermodynamic stability, easy to prepare and handle, stabilization of hydrolytically susceptible compounds and provide large surface 
area for better drug absorption. A mucoadhesive microemulsion, consisting of polymers like carbomers or chitosan, in addition to 
the advantages of a microemulsion will provide longer residence time in the nosecavity, depicting rapid and complete absorption of 
drugs. Misra et al. have reported an enhanced transport of various drugs to the brain across nosecavity using mucoadhesive 
microemulsions for the management of various brain or brain associated disorders [34, 160,161, 164]. Bajaj et al. developed some 
nanoemulsion and gel formulations of rizatriptan benzoate for the treatment of migraine [181]. Li et al. and Zhang et al. have 
reported better transnoseabsorption of diazepam and nimodipine respectively using microemulsion systems.  
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XV. LIPOSOMES AND PROLIPOSOMES 
 Liposomes and proliposomes have been delivered by various routes. In a study on rats by Wattanathorn et al. Intranoseliposomes 
containing quercetin decreased anxietylike behavior and increased spatial memory [182]. US Patent 6342478 describes a 
nosemicellar or liposomal preparation for the delivery of fibroblast growth factor to the brain [183]. Vyas et al. have reported 
multilamellar liposomes for intranosedelivery of nifedipine [184]. Charged components, stearylamine, dicetyl phosphate and some 
fusogenic/ bioadhesive material were also incorporated into the liposomes. Positively charged liposomes possessed maximum 
bioadhesion prolonging the residence time within the nosecavity thereby improving the bioavailability. Free flowing proliposomes  
containing propranolol hydrochloride were prepared by Shim et al. and evaluated their potential for transnosedelivery of propranolol 
to sustain its plasma concentration [185].  
  
A. Nanoparticles  
Polymeric nanoparticles are efficient carriers for the transnoseabsorption of drugs and proteins. Illum et al. Demonstrated that 
chitosan based nanoparticles can enhance nose-tobrain delivery of drugs compared to equivalent drug solutions formulations due to 
the protection of the drug from degradation and/or efflux back into the nosecavity [162]. They have also reviewed the various 
transport pathways and future strategies for delivering drugs across nosemucosa in the form of nanoparticles. Tang et al. have 
reported estradiol containing chitosan nanoparticles for improved noseabsorption and brain targeting [186]. Chitosan nanoparticles 
fo nose to brain delivery of a piperidine cholinesterase inhibitor have also been reported by Ali et al. [187]. The potential of low 
molecular weight chitosan  as carriers for nosevaccine delivery was evaluated by Alonso et al. In mice [188]. Vyas et al. evaluated 
the in vivo efficacy of plasmid DNA loaded chitosan nanoparticles for nosemucosal immunization against hepatitis B and 
demonstrated intranoseadministration as a potential route for vaccine delivery [189]. Alonso et al. have demonstrated PEG-PLA 
nanoparticles as potential nosecarriers for drug/vaccine administration [190]. Jiskoot et al. evaluated the potential of N-trimethyl 
chitosan (TMC) nanoparticles as a carrier system for the nosedelivery of proteins [191]. They postulated that FITC-albumin-
associated TMC nanoparticles successfully transported ovalbumin across the nosemucosa. Gao et al. successfully demonstrated 
brain uptake following intranoseadministration of Lectinconjugated PEG-PLA nanoparticles [192].  
  
B. Thermoreversible and PH-Sensitive Gels  
Thermoreversible nosegels comprised of temperature sensitive polymers like poloxamers and pH-sensitive gels consisting pH 
sensitive polymers like polycarbophils have been reported to enhance drug permeation transnasally. A lidocaine hydrochloride 
nosegel have been reported by Xin- Guo et al. using hydroxypropyl methyl cellulose (HPMC) as base material [193]. Mahadik et al. 
have reported a pluronic PF 127 based thermoreversible nosegel of Vitamin B12. In situ gelling systems based on temperature-
dependent phase transition containing pheniramine and phenylephrine were developed using combination of Poloxamers, different 
cellulose (HPMC) and xanthan gum have been reported by Mehta et al. [194]. Murthy et al. developed a thermoreversible- 
mucoadhesive gel comprising thermoreversible polymer Pluronic F127 (PF127) and mucoadhesive polymer Carbopol 934P 
(C934P) for intranosedelivery of sumatriptan [165].  
  
C. Micelles  
 Micelles are formed by the self-assembly of amphiphilic block copolymers in aqueous solutions and are of great interest with 
respect to drug delivery applications [195]. The drugs are physically entrapped in the core of the block copolymeric micelles and 
transported at concentrations that can exceed their intrinsic water- solubility. The hydrophilic blocks also form hydrogen bonds with 
the aqueous surroundings to form a tight shell around the micellar core protecting the contents of the hydrophobic core effectively 
from hydrolysis and enzymatic degradation. Mitra et al. have reported that mixed micelles of bile salts and fatty acid have a 
synergistic effect on the noseabsorption of peptides [196]. They found that maximal noseabsorption enhancement of [D-Arg] 
kyotorphinhas was observed with mixed micelles of sodium glycocholateand linoleicacid than that with glycocholatealone.  
A similar study was performed by Tengamnuay et al. which documented that noseabsorption of insulin in the presence of sodium 
glycocholate and linoleic acid increased relative than with sodium glycocholate or linoleic acid alone [197]. Micellar nanocarriers 
have been developed by Patravale et al. as potential carriers for nose-to-brain delivery of zolmitriptan to treat migraine [198].  
  
D. Noseinserts  
The noseinserts serve as a novel, new, bioadhesive, solid dosage form for the prolonged systemic drug delivery via the noseroute 
[199].  
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The principle involves imbibitions of the nosefluid from the mucosa after administration and to form a gel in the nosecavity to avoid 
noseirritation. The resulting gel adheres to the mucosa due to its bioadhesive properties, acting as release controlling matrix 
allowing sustained drug delivery. Due to dissolution of the gel and/or mucociliary clearance, there is no need for the removal of the 
insert mechanically after it is depleted of drug. The in-situ gelling noseinserts are usually prepared by lyophilisation of aqueous 
solutions of drug, polymer as carrier and other excipients if required. The sponge-like structure of in-situ gelling noseinserts is an 
important parameter to ensure rapid hydration and gelation of the inserts at the nosemucosa. The drug release from noseinserts is a 
complex phenomenon of water penetration, relaxation of the polymer chains, swelling and spreading of the insert, dissolution of the 
water-soluble polymer and drug, interactions of the drug and carrier, and have reported hydrophilic polymer based noseinserts for 
the delivery of influenza vaccine [200].  
  

XVI. NOSEDRUG DELIVERY TECHNIQUES 
 Differences in the administration techniques employed can affect deposition within the noseepithelium and delivery along the 
various pathways to the brain. The various techniques employed for nosedrug delivery are discussed inthis section  
  
A. Snorting  
This method used from several ages by the drug addicted made the basis for the intranosedrug delivery. Snorting involves sniffing a 
highly concentrated powder form of a drug such as cocaine or heroin and rapidly into the nostril. This deposits the drug powder onto 
the nosemucosa and rapidly transfers it into the circulation and brain. However, the technique requires an experienced and 
cooperative user for effective drug delivery across the nose.  
  
B. Drug Delivery Using A Syringe Or Dropper  
A second method of intranosedrug delivery involves dripping a few drops of the solubilized medication (liquid form) into the nose 
using a syringe or dropper and allowing it to run down onto the nosemucosa. The syringe or dropper acts as the measuring/dosing 
device The efficacy of the nosedropper techniques are highly variable although some authors find these to be an effective method of 
nosedrug delivery [201-203]. The limitations of the technique are post nosedripping and anterior leakage resulting in non-uniform 
dosing of medication [201,204]. However, this method has been used in many researches and has been found to be an effective 
method of delivering adequate doses of medication to patients.  
  
C. Sprayed Or Atomized Medication Delivery  
Intranosedrug delivery in spray or atomized form is a most recent technique adopted by the pharmaceutical industry due to 
improved usability as well as improved bioavailability. The technique combines a method of measuring a unit dose of medication 
either via a syringe or unit dose pump, with a spray tip distributing the medication into fine particles as it is being sprayed into the 
nose. The method of delivery results in a broader distribution of drug across the nosemucosa resulting in an increased bioavailability 
of the drug. [201, 204-208] Furthermore, the usability issue makes this nosespraying of medications far easier to employ as it is 
patient compliant and takes only a second to administer the dose intranasally. Since, the drug formulation is sprayed or atomized as 
a mist post nosedripping and anterior leakage are minimal. For all these reasons, most pharmaceutical nosemedications are now 
packaged with a spray applicator rather than a dropper. In addition, syringe driven and pump driven spraying devices (atomizers) 
now exist for delivery of a variety of generic nosemedications.  
  
D. Nosedelivery Devices  
A successful noseformulation program involves detailed consideration of the interactions between formulation composition, device 
design, delivery system and the patient’s pathological condition. Various delivery devices are available for intranosedrug 
administration Fig. (4). Devices vary in accuracy of delivery, dose reproducibility, cost, and ease of use. Currently, metered-dose 
systems provide the greatest dose accuracy and reproducibility. Differences also exist in force of delivery, emitted droplet size, and 
spray patterns. If a noseformulation is delivered to the target site of absorption (turbinates), benefits can be gained from increased 
absorption and/or decreased dosage requirements. Delivery devices are important not only for delivering medication, but also for 
providing an appropriate environment for formulation storage which includes protection from microbial contamination and chemical 
degradation. The device and formulation should be compatible so as to avoid potential leaching or adsorption. Table 1 describes the 
characteristics of the individual device used to deliver drugs intranasally [209-214].  
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Fig. (4). Various IntranoseDrug Delivery Devices: A. Accuspray noseatomizer B. Optinose nosedevice C. MAD (Mucosal 

Atomization Device) D. Go Medical nosePCA device E. ViaNase electronic atomizer F. Direct-Haler nosedevice. 
  

XVII. APPLICATION 
 Nosedelivery finds sound application to delivery therapeutics to the brain for the management of various brain and brain associated 
disorders.  
  
A. Neuropathic Pain, Trigeminal Neuralgia And Migraine  
Neuropathic pain is a pain caused by damage to or dysfunction of the nervous system. While as, trigeminal neuralgia is a 
neuropathic pain of one or both of the trigeminal nerves. However, migraine is a neurological syndrome characterized by altered 
bodily perceptions, severe headaches, and nausea. Wolfe T have reviewed the use of intranoseroute for the management of acute 
pain using opiates such as fentanyl and sufentanil [215]. In a human study by Huge et al., it was observed that intranoselow dose 
ketamine rapidly induces adequate plasma concentrations of both ketamine and its metabolite norketamine although 
intranoseketamine had no significant impact on thermal or mechanical detection and pain thresholds. Kendall et al. compared the 
effectiveness of intranosediamorphine spray with intramuscular morphine in young people with clinical fractures [216]. Adequate 
pain relief was achieved by 20 minutes in 95% of patients, irrespective of the method used. However, they observed that the pain 
relief was achieved quicker with the intranoseadministration than with the intramuscular morphine. Also, the spray did not cause 
discomfort in most  
patients, whereas, most found the intramuscular injection uncomfortable. The US patent 4241301 of Frey et al. describes 
intranoseadministration of various analgesics like selected from the group consisting of an oxytocin peptide, an enkephalin, an 
endorphin, a dynorphin, a CGRP antagonist, a CGRP antibody, and an analogue of any of these, for the treatment or prevention of 
trigeminal neuralgia [217]. Rapoport et al. have thoroughly reviewed the intranoseformulations containing therapeutics like 
dihydroergotamine mesylate [dihydroergotamine mesilate], sumatriptan, zolmitriptan, butorphanol, capsaicin and lidocaine 
[lignocaine]] and civamide (a cis-isomer of capsaicin) for the treatment of migraine and cluster headache [218]. Wang et al. have 
evaluated the efficacy of intranosesumatriptan in the acute treatment of migraine in Taiwanese patients and found a significant 
difference in headache relief rates between the intranosesumatriptan and placebo treated group [219]. Misra et al. have developed 
microemulsions containing zolmitriptan and sumatriptan for the management of migraine [34, 164]. Bajaj et al. have reported an 
intranoseeucalyptus oil containing microemulsion for aromatherapy of migraine [220]. A thermoreversible gel system of 
sumatriptan has also been develope by Murthy et al. for the management of  migraine [165].  
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Table 1. Various NoseDrug Delivery Devices Available in Market 

 
 

XVIII. NEUROAIDS 
NeuroAIDS includes neurologic disorders which are a primary consequence of damage to the central and peripheral nervous system 
by human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) myelopathy, HIV dementia, and cognitive/motor disorder. These syndromes affect 30 to 
40% of adults and children with AIDS. Noseroute have been successfully tried for the delivery of antiretrovirals to the brain for the 
treatment of neuroAIDS. Frey et al. have thoroughly reviewed the various strategies that can be used to deliver antiretrovirals and 
other drugs to the brain across the nosemucosa for the management oneuroAIDS [221]. The molecules suggested include 
immunomodulatory and anti-inflammatory agents such as interferon beta-1b and GSK-3beta (upregulated by HIV-1 neurotoxins) 
inhibitors and neuroprotectives like nerve growth factor (NGF), insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I), brainderived neurotrophic 
factor (BDNF), and EPO. They have reported that anti-inflammatory interferon beta-1b have been successfully delivered to the 
brain and spinal cord, as well as lymphatics in rodents and in cynomolgus monkeys following noseadministration. Pert et al. have 
thoroughly reviewed the effects of D-Ala-Peptide T-Amide (DAPTA), A Viral Entry Inhibitor, in humans having neuroAIDS and in 
humans having other brain disorders [222]. They found intranoseDAPTA to be significantly effective than the conventional 
approaches in reducing viral load in the brain.  

XIX. BRAIN TUMORS 
 A brain tumor is an abnormal growth of cells within the brain which can be cancerous  
(malignant) or non-cancerous (benign). Intranosedelivery of chemotherapeutics to target the CNS has shown great promise for the 
treatment of brain tumors in preclinical studies. In a study on rats, Tomotaka et al. have reported a significant reduction in the tumor 
weight with noseapplications of methotrexate compared to the nontreated group and the animals receiving intraperitoneal 
methotrexate [223]. In another study, Tomotaka et al. Have evaluated the effect of intravenous acetazolamide, an inhibitor of the 
secretion of CSF, on the transport of 5-fluorouracil following intranoseand intravenous administrations [224]. They found that 
intravenous acetazolamide markedly increased the concentration of 5-fluorouracil in the CSF and brain following the 
noseadministration, although the plasma concentrations of the drug were similar with intravenous 5- fluorouracil. The patent WO 
2007127163 20071108 describes an invention directed to treat brain tumors by intranasal administration of a telomerase inhibitor in 
an aerosol composition and also describing the delivery device to be used in the method [225]. The other chemotherapeutic agents  
studied transnasally include raltitrexed, cisplatin [223, 226].  
  

XX. NEURODEGENERATIVE DISORDERS 
 Various researchers have tried the novel intranoseroute for the management of neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s, 
dementia, Parkinsonism and cerebral ischemia or stoke. Neurodegeneration is the progressive loss of structure or function of 
neurons, including death of neurons resulting in neurodegenerative diseases like Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, or Huntington’s disease. 
Frey et al. have studied the uptake of nerve growth factor following intranoseadministrations [227].  
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Microemulsion based systems of tacrine developed by Misra et al. have demonstrated improvement in memory in 
scopolamineinduced amnesic mice [160]. Misra et al. have also developed intranosenanoemulsion based formulations of risperidone 
for the management of Alzheimer’s [228]. Recently, Marshall et al. have demonstrated an enhancement in memory of healthy young 
volunteers taking interlukin-6 nosespray [229]. Wei et al. have demonstrated that intranoserecombinant human erythropoietin 
protects rats against focal cerebral ischemia [230]. Wang et al. have reported that intranasally delivered bFGF enhances 
neurogenesis in adult rats following cerebral ischemia [231].  
  

XXI. EPILEPSY 
 Intranosedrug delivery route have shown to be promising for the treatment of acute and chronic epilepsy. Wermeling, thoroughly 
reviews the various benzodiazepines that can be used intranasally for the treatment of epilepsy, including formulation and device 
considerations, their pharmacology and pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic profiles [232]. Deonna et al. evaluated the efficacy, 
tolerance and applicability of nosemidazolam during acute seizures in children both in hospital and at home [233]. They found 
nosemidazolam to be effective in the treatment of acute seizures with no serious adverse effects. They also postulated that 
nosemidazolam was safe to use outside the hospital in severe epilepsies, particularly in older children because it was easy for the 
parentsto use. Haan et al.   compared a novel midazolam HCl concentratednosespray with diazepam rectal solution in the  treatment 
of prolonged seizures in humans [234]. They found that midazolam HCl nosespray was equal to diazepam rectal solution with 
respect to efficacy and side effects in the suppression of seizure exacerbations. However, majority of the patients and caregivers 
preferred the nosespray over therectal formulation. Misra et al. found more rapid and larger extent of transport of clonazepam   into 
the rat brain with intranosemucoadhesive microemulsions of clonazepam for the management of epilepsy [161].  
  
A. Sedation/Insomnia/Anxiolysis  
 Intranoseroute have demonstrated encouraging results with the transport of benzodiazepines to the brain for the management of 
sleep and anxiety disorders. Misra et al. Have reported microemulsion based intranoseformulations of diazepam, lorazepam and 
alprazolam for the treatment of insomnia [235]. They observed that the onset of sleep and duration of sleep in male albino rats were 
in the order: Lorazepam > Alprazolam>Diazepam. In a clinical study on 96 children, Yuen et al. found that 
intranosedexmedetomidine produced more sedation than oral midazolam, but  with similar and acceptable cooperation. In invention 
WO/2006/071274, Gregory et al. have described an intranosecomposition of a NMDA receptor antagonist and an 
acetylcholinesterase inhibitor for the treatment of alzheimer’s disease.  
  

XXII. DELIVERY OF PROTEIN THERAPEUTICS TO THE BRAIN 
 Due to an extensive research in the field of protein based therapeutics such as therapeutic peptides, proteins, and vaccines, 
intranosedelivery depicts an attractive administration route. oral administration results in poor bioavailability of these molecules due 
to their large size and rapid enzymatic degradation [237]. Hence, these therapeutics are generally administered intravenously to 
avoid physicochemical instability and hepatic first pass metabolism. Intranoseadministrationseems to be promising option as 
demonstrates minimal enzymatic degradation of protein therapeutics and avoids first pass metabolism. It can be used to deliver 
drugs both to the systemic circulation and to the brain. Although, several intranoseformulations are marketed for systemic drug 
delivery, only desmopressin and oxytocin noseformulations are marketed for drug delivery to the brain [238]. Several other protein 
based noseformulations are under clinical investigations. Delivery of protein therapeutics to the brain majorly involves 
extraneuronal transport as it occurs within minutes. A number of protein therapeutics have been successfully delivered to the brain 
using intranoseroute such as NGF [227, 239, 240], IGF-I [241], FGF [242] and ADNF [243] in animals. In humans, proteins such as 
AVP [244], CCK analog [245], MSH/ACTH [246, 247] and insulin [248, 249] have been successfully transported to the brain 
following noseadministration. Recently, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention have disclosed that the first U.S. H1N1 
vaccines against swine flu will be in the form of nosesprays. Hussain, has reviewed the various animal models to study the 
noseabsorption and the effect of physicochemical and biopharmaceutical properties on the rate and extent of drug absorption [250]. 
He has also discussed the factors affecting peptide absorption and methods to improve the noseabsorption of peptides. Frey et al. 
Have studied the brain uptake of peptoid CHIR5585, an antagonist of the urokinase plasminogen activator receptor (uPAR),n 
following intranoseadministration [251]. Peptoids are a novel class of peptide isomers that are oligomeric Nsubstituted glycine 
peptides. Intranoseadministrations resulted in significant delivery of the protein throughout the CNS with autoradiography 
demonstrating a similar distribution pattern.  
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Frey et al. have also studied the transnosedelivery of cells to the brain following intranoseapplication of fluorescently labeled rat 
mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) or human glioma cells to naive mice and rats [252]. Recently, Jamie T. has reported the delivery of 
stem cells to the brain through the noseroute [253].  
  

XXIII. DELIVERY OF DNA PLASMIDS TO THE BRAIN 
The several routes available for mucosal immunization, the noseroute is particularly attractive because of the ease of administration 
and the induction of potent immune responses even at distal mucosal sites. However, adjuvants are required to enhance the immune 
responses after noseimmunization. The use of nosepoly(lactide co-glycolide) microparticles as adjuvants and delivery systems for 
protein and DNA vaccines for mucosal immunization have been reviewed by Vajdy et al. [254]. They reported that following 
intranoseadministration of DNA plasmids, the level of plasmids in the brain were 3.9 to 4.8 times higher than the plasmid 
concentration in the lungs and spleen. It was also found that the plasmid DNA reached the brain within 15 min following 
noseinstillation [255]. The higher distribution of plasmid to the brain following intranoseadministration indicates that noseroute 
might serve as a potential route for the delivery of therapeutic genes to the brain with minimal sideeffects in non-target organs. 
However, the efficacy of the proteinaceous vaccines following noseadministration is dependent on the molecular structure and size 
of the protein. Although, several intranosevaccines are marketed against upper respiratory tract infections like influenza none is 
available for CNS application [256].  
  

XXIV. OTHERS 
 Intranoseroute have also been reported in the treatment of brain and brain associated disorders like obesity, erectile dysfunction, 
smoking cessation, multiple sclerosis, restless leg syndrome, etc. In a clinical investigation on humans, Greenway et al. determined 
the effect of intranoselidocaine on food intake and found that although intranoselidocaine reduced hunger and the desire to eat, did 
not demonstrated significant reduction in food intake suggesting that intranoselidocaine will not have value in treating obesity [257]. 
Misra et al. have demonstrated the potential of intranosecabergoline, a D2 receptor agonist, in the management of obesity in mice 
[258]. They postulate that long-term studies in at least two more animal models followed by extensive clinical evaluation should be 
carried out for a clinically acceptable product. Hallschmid et al. have demonstrated that intranoseinsulin reduces body fat in men but 
not in women [259]. Nicotine nosespray is being marketed for the management of smoking cessation [238]. European Patent 
EP1547592 describes an intranoseaqueous solution of rotigotine for the treatment of morbus Parkinson and restless leg syndrome 
[260]. Frey et al. have demonstrated greater CNS uptake of interferon beta following intranoseadministration to be used for the 
treatment of multiple sclerosis [261]. European Patent EP0967214 by Billotte et al. describes intranoseformulations of cGMP PDE5 
enzyme inhibitors like sildenafil mesylate for the treatment of male erectile dysfunction [262].  
  

XXV. INVESTIGATIONAL AND MARKETED PRODUCTS 
 Intranoseadministration is a rapid and safe method not only for the patient but also for the provider to combat emergency situations. 
However, due to aggressive research in the field of nosedrug delivery, numerous conspicuous merits and features have attracted 
pharmaceutical industries to design the products as intranosedelivery systems. A few of the marketed and investigational nose to 
brain targeted productsn are listed in Table 2 and 3 respectively [22, 238, 263].  
  

XXVI. FUTURE STRATEGIES 
 Several novel approaches have been researched to enhance drug absorption across nosemucosa and are discussed in this review. 
Still, few unconventional strategies can be explored for delivering drugs effectively across the nosemucosa. Various strategies have 
been described by different authors to enhance the uptake of therapeutics transnasally [26, 162, 252].   
  

XXVII. CONCLUSION 
 The nose to brain drug delivery has proven its worth by the presence of many commercially successful products. Promising results 
have been observed even with large molecules such as peptides, proteins, hormones and stem cells. These reported findings may be 
crucial in developing therapeutically efficacious product in the management of chronic brain diseases otherwise difficult to treat 
such as brain tumors, epilepsy, migraine and neurodegenerative diseases. Few researchers have reported utility of intranoseroute in 
humans to treat brain diseases with minimal unwanted systemic drug disposition compared to other routes of drug administration 
including oral or parenteral. Despite the enormous progress, still there is a need for a device for selective delivery of the product at 
the olfactory region in the nosecavity.  
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Methods should be investigated to deliver drugs tothe specific brain areas affected in the respective neurological disorder such as the 
brainstem and cerebellum in Parkinson’s disease while, the frontal cortex in Alzheimer’s disease,dementia, or personality disorders. 
To conclude, the future of nose to brain drug delivery lies in the development of novel formulations that selectively and effectively 
deliver drugs to specific brain areas without any significant local or systemic toxicities.   
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